Raptor supplies
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Read reviews 18 Write a review. Select options above to check availability. Comments On Nov
30, My raptor set up gauges arrived and are exactly as promised. What I really wanted to review
is my first experience with Craft Supplies - absolutely fantastic. I had inadvertently double
ordered thinking the first time I was just putting them in the cart. I called and Karen was very
pleasant and corrected my screw up and all is right with the world. Fast , friendly service and a
good source for specialty items for turners , I highly recommend this store. The funny thing was
FedEx shipped from Utah all the way to Mississauga Ontario Canada in a little over 24 hrs but it
took almost 4 days to go the last 60 miles to my house. Can't find the Raptor tools anywhere in
Canada , now that I have them I have no excuse for less than perfect grinds on my chisels. I will
be back soon with more purchases from Craft Supplies very soon. Comments On Feb 08, Makes
setting up your jig fast and easy while allowing you to repeat your preferred grind hassle free.
Comments On Feb 04, Being new to sharpening wood turning tools was a challenge and my
results were not good! After incorporating the use of the Raptor Set Up Tools and the Wolverine
Sharpening System, I am finally getting perfect results, not only in sharpening the tools but
beautiful results with my projects. Very simple and easy to use! Highly recommend these set up
tools. Comments On Jan 23, The Raptor Set Up Tools not only make it possible to reproduce the
same bevel time and time again but they also increase the lifetime of my tools. When you
eyeball the setup you may get close but you will still have to remove more metal than when your
setup is dead on everytime. A diamond stone will quickly restore a burr but when a new grind is
desired these setup tools make it such that a quick and light swipe each way will restore the
grind exactly as it was previously. These setup tools can be used for skew chisels and are also
perfect for creating secondary bevels as well. Comments On Jan 31, I have now used this
product a few times. It makes setting up and sharpening your chisels so much easier than by
eye and hand. The tools are very well made and feel like they will last a life time. I feel that they
were an excellent purchase. Comments On Jan 15, These are great consistent easy sharpening,
but i wish that they made a 65or 70 degree set up for bowl gouges. Comments On Oct 17, Great
tool to add to your sharpening station. Makes repeatability a no-brainer. Comments On Aug 25,
These Raptor Set Up Tools will help you set up the proper angle for sharpening your tools on
your grinder every time. They are quick and easy and will make the adjustment needed to
achieve the proper angle for getting the proper grind on your tools no matter how old your
grinding wheel is. They are marked with the angle right on each tool. A must have for proper
sharpening. Comments On Apr 02, I love these, quick and easy to set up. Always have the same
bevel every time, saves grinding time and metal loss. Ordered the full set, don't know how I got
along without them,. Comments On Mar 25, I just started learning how to grind an Irish and
fingernail grind on my bowl gouges and these things make it so easy to get consistent results! I
am very happy with them and to top it off the shipping to Saskatchewan was really fast. Great
company to deal with and it's hard to beat the price for something that can save you so much
time. Comments On Apr 21, Its Metal! Works great, yeah o could have used a wooden dowl, but i
want something thats going to last and not get lost in my shop. Comments On Mar 03, I am a
novice turner and admire the people who do this for a living or who have sharped their turning
tools for decades. They take their tools and with a couple of deft swipes over the grinder, then
go to work. Not me. I need all the help I can get setting up my grinding jig and the Raptor tools
help me get the angles right. This is especially important in sharpening spindle and bowl
gouges. I have a set it should come as a set hanging beside my grinder and they are essential
when I set up to sharpen my tools. They are well made of metal that is thick enough to make
them hold up in my shop and my degree of clumsiness. The Raptor set up tools take most of the
"guesswork" out of my set up and, as a result, I sharpen more often. Prior to my Raptor tools I
would sharpen only when I absolutely had to. Now, I keep my tools sharper and my cuts
smoother because the set up is easier and quicker. I can sharpen my bowl and spindle gouges
without trying to eyeball the bevel and get back the fun part of woodturning so much faster.
This has been one of my better investments! Comments On Oct 29, I was having a lot of trouble
setting up my Wolverine Sharpening System to get consistent angles on my wood turning tools.
So I purchased all 5 of the Raptor set-up tools. Since I started using them I have gotten great,
consistent angles on my spindle gouges, roughing gouges, bowl gouges and scrapers. I didn't
know how much of a difference having the correct angles and getting them sharp as they can be
with the Raptors. It makes my wood turning much easier, consistent angles is the key. They
work great and they are very easy to use. They make setting up my angles perfectly with my
Wolverine system, every time. Comments On Aug 12, sharpening tools is never fun! Do it
wrong, and the damage to you project as you force a tool through the wood can ruin everything.
With the raptor system, setting up all the components to get a repeatable grind is quick and
easy. Because of this system, all my tools have consistent grinds, I spend more time at the lathe

and less at the grinder, and I no longer have to constantly reshape the tool to compensate for
bad "free hand" grinding, which will make the tools last longer. Here's a tip I found: I now write
the degree of the grind on the handle of each tool with a sharpie so I can match the correct
raptor guide to each tool. Comments On May 31, the difference between thinking you know what
you are doing, and doing it right, quickly became apparent to me, when i used this product.
Comments On Jan 02, This product does just what it says it will. I am a novice sharpener, but
am able to produce consistent results without multiple bevels. I first place the contact points on
the grinding wheel and then slide or tilt as appropriate the sharpening jig into the other end of
the Raptor. I was doing it the other way around initially, but now find this easier. I seem to be
producing Ellsworth's desired bevel angle. Comments On Oct 15, My new set of Raptors arrived
today and I had been looking forward to fixing the angle on my skew - I had been having trouble
getting the platform of my Wolverine set to the right angle and distance from the wheel. I wanted
a 35 degree angle on my skew so I picked up the 35 degree Raptor, then a little while later I
measured 70 degrees on the skew. Editors Note: You're correct. Skew chisels typically require a
bevel angle of 30 degrees or less. Raptor Setup tools are designed for turning gouges and
scrapers. Learn More Accept. Shop Supplies Sharpening Gauges. Customer rating on this
product:. Items 1 â€” 18 of 18 View all Page 1. Raptor Set Up Tools. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. Raptor Supplies offers aerospace companies with a wide selection of fasteners,
hand and power tools, hydraulics, lubrication, plumbing and pneumatic supplies. Plus, our
logistics solution ensures a secure chain of custody from OEM to end user. ISO registration in
process. Raptor Supplies has a variety of products suited to needs of chemicals, ranging from
protective and safety equipment, material handling drum handling solutions , HVAC, cleaning,
lighting and pneumatics. Our offering includes a variety of products specifically designed for
use in the food and beverage industries. Raptor Supplies has a catalog that can supply tooling,
HVAC, material handling such as flooring solutions or just about anything that is required on
the plant floor. Need a forklift or a pallet jack, no problem! Our solution is specifically suited for
the marine sector, which enables us to deliver industrial supplies quickly to any part of the
world. Raptor Supplies is well positioned to deliver industrial supplies to mining operations
around the world. We offer a range of safety equipment, material handling solutions, abrasives,
electrical, tools, lubrication and outdoor equipment such as generators. We cater to the
ever-increasing needs of oil and gas clients around the world. Raptor Supplies offering
specializes in supplying oil in gas in areas such as safety, material handling, electrical, lighting,
fasteners both imperial and metric , HVAC solutions v and v variants , tooling, hydraulics,
lubrication and pumps. Our offering includes products and equipment that is certified for use in
hazardous or explosive atmosphere environments to either American or European standards.
We supply to universities and hospitals, including the NHS and as well as UK and European
universities, colleges and training institutes. Raptor Supplies can easily fulfill the supply needs
of SMEs. Continue View Cart. Categories Categories. Sign In. Home Industries We Serve. Armed
Forces. Public Sector. Great Quality Power Rack. Doesn't take to much space in the garage, this
rack gets use 5 times a day, 5 times per week. The Quality and the strength has surpass my
expectation from the powder coating to the safety arms. Even tho is a folding rack it feels like a
stationary rack while doing pull ups. Quick and easy to adjust. I will continue to buy equipment
from Raptor Fitness Supplier. I've had these bumpers for two years now and they still look
brand new. MBS Fitness. Close menu. Racks Quick Buy. Upgrades And Add-Ons. Rex Series
Folding Power Rack. Dip Bars. Spotter Arms. J-Hooks Extra Pair. Battle Rope Anchor. Double
Landmines. Vertical Barbell Holder. Bumper Storing Pins. Horizontal Barbell Holder. Crown Pull
Up Bar. Accessories Beam. Quick Buy. Rex Series Triple Power Rack. Bumper Storing Pins Pair.
Vertical Barbell Storage Single. Battle Rope Anchor Sing
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le. Mammoth Tusk Pull Up Bar. Safety Straps Pair. Rex Series Power Rack. Rex Series Tower
Crane. Rex Series Shackles Single. Rex Series Half Rack. Spotter Arms pair. Horizontal Barbell
storage. Economy Sandwich Hooks. Raptor Claws Sandwich J-Hooks. Rack Mount Leg Roller.
Beam Cross Members Logo replacement Pair. Safety Pipe Pins Pair. Numbered Holes Upgrade.
C-Channel Bumper Storing Pin. Accessories And Add-Ons. Rex Series Squat Stand. Extra Pair
Of J-Hooks. Vertical Barbell Storage. Rex Series Spotter Arms. Rex Series Accessory Beam.
Cayton's Guillotine Double Half Rack. Barbells And Bumpers Quick Buy. Currently out of stock.
Raptor 7. Specialty Equipment Quick Buy. Vertical Bumper Tree. Set Of 1 Barbell Storing Pin.
Set Of 4 Barbell Storing Pins. Set Of 4 Casters And Hardware. Raptor Fat Pad. Raptor Flat

Bench. Raptor Oly Platform Sold Out. Don't Take Our Word For it! Here's What Our Customers
Think:. These things are rock solid! Glad I gave them a chance. Talon James. Added to cart!

